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Abstract—IBM’s newest technology, the Power Edge of Net-
work (PowerEN) processor, merges network and server attributes
to create a new class of wire-speed processor. PowerEN is a
hybrid computer that employs: massive multithreading capa-
bilities, integrated I/O and unique special-purpose accelerators
for compression, cryptography, pattern matching, XML and
Network processing.

As a novel architecture, the PowerEN processor offers fertile
ground for research. It can facilitate the development of faster ap-
plications in many fields of computer science such as Networking,
Cryptography, Virtualization, Bioinformatics, SOA, and Systems.
IBM encourages academic research and has set up the “PowerEN
Developer Cloud” infrastructure to allow it.

I. INTRODUCTION

Academia is constantly struggling to get access to the
latest technology. Researchers look to leverage state-of-the-
art technology to perform ground-breaking research, often a
challenge with yesterdays tools. Students require leading-edge
technology in order to build the right skill base for tomorrow’s
market needs. IBM, as both an industrial and research leader,
dedicates attention and resources to address this challenge.
One example is the recently announced Academic Cloud [1]
that encourages students to develop up-to-date software skills.
Another initiative is the PowerEN Developer Cloud, which is
the focus of this paper.

Power Edge of Network (PowerEN) is probably the most
complex chip IBM has built to date. Targeting a different set
of workloads than IBM’s traditional System P, PowerEN is
targeting the applications at the intersection of where network
and servers are now blurring [2]. PowerEN has 58% more
transistor density than traditional P CPUs, using more logic
than cache cells (refer to die photo in Figure 1). PowerEN is
unique since it is the blurring of Network and Server worlds:

• It has many threads and low-power cores that support a
full 64bit PowerPC server ISA, including floating point
and virtualization.

• It is designed for ease-of-use, thus standard programming
models, operating systems and hypervisors are used.

• It has advanced cache features and small line sizes in
order to make more efficient use of scarce memory
bandwidth.

• PowerEN’s accelerators are designed for both Networking
and Application tiers. For instance, they share processor
memory space 1.

1Network processor accelerators operate on I/O space.

• It has integrated on-chip I/O in order to support low
power, low latency and high throughput at the same time.

• It supports server-class reliability and RAS.
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Fig. 1. Full chip die photo of PowerEN

This paper 2 focuses on the PowerEN Developer Cloud,
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which is an initiative to provide academia with early access
to PowerEN cutting edge technology for research and skill
development purposes. The remainder of the paper is orga-
nized as follows. Section II describes the PowerEN processor.
Section III explains the cloud delivery mechanism chosen for
the PowerEN Developer Cloud. Finally, Section IV surveys
examples of some research opportunities enabled by the Pow-
erEN technology.

II. THE POWER EDGE OF NETWORK PROCESSOR

PowerEN is designed to enable wire-speed computing in
the data center and throughout the network. PowerEN delivers
throughput-oriented compute and connectivity density on a
single chip. It is mainly constructed of:

• Massive multi-threading (MMT) capabilities - 64 hard-
ware threads per chip and up to 256 coherent threads per
system.

• Multiple special-purpose accelerators including XML
processing, compression, cryptography, pattern matching
(RegX) and TCP/IP/Ethernet acceleration.

• Integrated 10Gbps Ethernet ports as well as PCIe ports,
which can be used as both root-complex and end-point
modes.

PowerEN has strong on-chip interconnects, two memory con-
trollers, advanced caches and an embedded hypervisor in order
to process high-throughput traffic at a very low latency [3].

A. General Purpose Cores

PowerEN was designed for highly-parallelizable applica-
tions, so its architectural focus was on aggregated performance
and performance-per-Watt. PowerEN offers up to 64 hardware
threads per chip and 256 per a 4-way SMP coherent system.
It has a unique hierarchical chip multiprocessor (CMP [4])
structure that efficiently shares cache and interconnect re-
sources [5]. A chip has four compute clusters, each compute
cluster is constructed of four 64bit PowerPC general-purpose
cores that share an L2 cache. Every core supports simultaneous
multithreading (SMT [6]) of four hardware threads, thus
4SMT × 4Cores× 4Clusters× 4Chips = 256 hardware threads.

Designing a server with an unusual number of cores and
threads goes beyond replicating core instances. Specific design
attention was placed on:

• Ensuring that the off-chip memory access does not be-
come a bottleneck. This was achieved via shared L2
caches, strong chip interconnects, four memory channels
and advanced cache features such as cache to cache
transfers, cache inject and slave memory.

• Avoiding context switches to hypervisor and operating
systems. A PowerEN user space thread has direct access
to timers, time-of-day, accelerators, I/O and can directly
communicate with other threads without degrading the
system security.

• Being able to exploit the vast number of cores to simplify
the management of complex tasks such as the deployment
of real-time virtual machines and power management.

TABLE I
POWEREN ACCELERATOR PERFORMANCE

Number Typical Peak
Accelerator of bandwidth bandwidth

engines [Gbps] [Gbps]
Pattern matching 8 20-40 72
XML 4 4-12 20
Compression 1 8 16
Decompression 1 8 16
Cryptography:
AES 5 25 40
DES 8 32 48
TDES 8 16 20
ARC4 2 2 5
Kasumi 2 5 6
SHA-1,256,512 6 21–24 24-36
MD5 6 24 30
AES/SHA 5 10–15 20-30
TDES/SHA 6 9–12 12
RSA 1K bit

key
3 45K op

sec
50K op

sec

RSA 2K bit
key

3 6K op
sec

7.2K op
sec

B. Special Purpose Cores

Processors and threads alone are not enough to keep up with
wire-speed computing across multiple 10G ports. PowerEN
uses embedded hardware accelerators as a power-efficient way
to deliver performance for standard functions:

• Host Ethernet acceleration for network protocol process-
ing

• Encryption / Decryption acceleration
• Pattern Matching acceleration [7]
• XML acceleration [8]
• Compression / decompression acceleration [9]
PowerEN accelerators are designed for high throughput

as shown in Table I. They can be activated directly from
user space, using virtual memory addresses, which is key
for application developers ease of use. Accelerators further
support virtual functions to enable quality of service; state
preservation 3 and occasionally complementary software for
the more complex XML and RegX accelerators. The accelera-
tors can be used in combination to achieve certain function at
very high throughput; for example, achieve 100% deep packet
inspection at 40Gbps, which is a key capability for security
workloads.

C. Integrated I/O

PowerEN wire-speed processing is all about quickly moving
large amounts of I/O data. Its I/O design is focused on Ethernet
as the defacto data-center communication standard and PCIe
in order to maintain protocol flexibility and to plug into larger
systems. PowerEN has implemented I/O virtualization in all
I/O protocols and modes.

Figure 2 demonstrates the very low latency associated with
PowerEN integrated Ethernet approach. PowerEN processes
Ethernet traffic in a single hop, while traditional compute

3For example in order to decompress a data stream that arrives in chunks,
while allowing the accelerator to process other streams in between.



systems require 3–5 hops. Every hop consumes power and
adds delay, especially if protocol translation is required.
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Fig. 2. The latency associated with traditional and PowerEN compute systems

PowerEN Ethernet support includes four integrated 10Gbps
as well as two 1Gbps ports and a packet processing accelerator
(HEA). The HEA role is mainly to perform TCP/IP offload
and classify the incoming traffic to different queues, so that it
can be processed by many hardware threads concurrently [10].
The HEA supports two modes of operation: end-point mode
and network-node mode. End-point mode is optimized for
transport layer protocol termination, while network-node mode
is optimized for port to port packet forwarding.

PowerEN PCIe support includes three Gen2 ports, which
can be used as root complex (8x and 1x) or end-point (16x)
in the PCIe tree. Figure 3 illustrates PowerEN usage in
two compute models: Hybrid computing and Stand alone
server. Hybrid computing achieve superior performance and
performance-per-watt by matching the best CPU type per
task [11]. Stand-alone is the common server type and rep-
resents a simpler compute model.
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Fig. 3. Hybrid-computing and stand-alone compute models

III. POWEREN DEVELOPER CLOUD

IBM, through its university relation programs [12], assists
students and academic researchers in their constant struggle to
get their hands on the newest technology. Recent years have
shown tremendous momentum in cloud infrastructure [13],
making it easy to provide the PowerEN platform as a service
(PaaS). Our PowerEN PaaS infrastructure, which we call
“PowerEN Developer Cloud”, is an efficient delivery model
for multiple reasons:

1) Fewer boards are required, since hardware is time shared
between users.

2) Boards do not have to be shipped out, saving mailing,
custom and certification overheads.

3) Software development kit (SDK) is upgraded and main-
tained by a single administrator.

4) End users benefit from immediate and scalable access.
Obviously, we also plan to distribute evaluation boards in
certain cases, for example when unique environments are
required.
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Fig. 4. PowerEN developer cloud configuration examples: A. 256 or 128
hardware thread configuration suited for parallel programming research; B.
10Gbps network drivers configuration suited for networking research; and
C. Hybrid computer configuration that is suited for accelerating specific
applications.

The PowerEN processor has yet to be released, so our PaaS
infrastructure has two major flavors: simulated model [14] and
actual hardware. PowerEN simulator is stable, but requires
long runtimes. The hardware-based infrastructure is further
divided into different configurations. Figure 4 exemplifies
three such environments designated for parallel programming,
networking and hybrid computing research.

The PowerEN developer cloud infrastructure is at beta
phase and available only to selected universities. Currently,
to become a user, one must contact an author of this paper 4.
The infrastructure is provided free of charge, but we do ask
that you cite this paper in future publications.

IV. EXAMPLES OF RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES

A handful of academic research activities have already
begun using the PowerEN developer cloud. Proteomics work-
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load acceleration [15] using PowerEN’s pattern matching ac-
celerator (Tel-Aviv University, Israel), stream-processing sys-
tems (Trinity College, Ireland) and High-productivity compute
systems (Georgia Tech, USA) are three such world wide
examples. Interesting research directions can be found in many
domains, as exemplifies in the remainder of this section.
Obviously, these directions are just a subset, provided to
capture the imagination.

A. Parallel Programming

The exploitation of process and thread parallelism has been
a hot research topic for decades and even more so ever since
chip multi-processors became popular [4]. Parallelism needs
to be addressed at all levels of the software stack, from the
operating system to runtime environments and middleware,
to programming languages and applications [16]. Application
behavior analysis and development of ground breaking paral-
lelization tools can certainly make use of PowerEN with its
256 hardware threads in a 4-chip SMP configuration.

PowerEN further provides the means for optimizing ap-
plications in user space. A multithreaded application can for
example schedule its own threads, send inter-thread messages
and process Ethernet and PCIe I/O without using system
calls and without starving other applications running on other
cores. Getting rid of the old habit of optimizing performance
by moving software to kernel space does not only better
utilize MMT, but also improves system’s reliability and eases
software development.

B. Networking

Network bandwidth is increasing at a much higher pace
than single thread compute performance. With 40 and 100
Gbps Ethernet ports on the horizon, it is essential to develop
multithreaded networking software stacks [17]. PowerEN is a
perfect match for such research since it uses standard Linux
and built to provide user space threads direct I/O access. More-
over, PowerEN offers advanced ingress processing features,
such as queue selection through content or programmable tu-
ples [18] and TCP/IP offload engines [19]. PowerEN Ethernet
complex supports two modes: end-point mode which is used
for applications that need TCP termination and network mode
which is optimized for flow-through traffic.

PowerEN has enough compute power to be used for control
plane processing. It can be used to build scalable controllers
for architectures such as OpenFlow [20] or DIFANE [21].
PowerEN MMT capability is also a good match for stateless
packet processing which is inherently a parallel task. The
special-purpose cores can be advantageous for Service plane
operations, in which deep packet processing is necessary for
applications such as UTM [22], Tunneling, etc. By offloading
some of the data/packet operations to the special-purpose
cores, the general-purpose cores can be freed up to optimize
other time-consuming operations such as packet I/O. Finally,
the programmability of PowerEN combined with its wire-

speed processing make it a good option to explore Software
Routing applications.

C. Hybrid Computing

Workload-optimized systems may exploit hybrid computing
as a mean to improve their performance and power & space
consumption. PowerEN supports hybrid computing in two
dimensions. On chip, it offers a mixture of general- and
special-purpose cores. Off chip, PowerEN is unique because
it can operate as both a system root complex like general
purpose servers and a system end point like a GPGPU [23].
The hybrid-computing model introduces multiple research
questions, several examples are:

1) How to best design and program special-purpose accel-
erators [24].

2) Which frameworks are best suited for hybrid-computing
models [25].

3) How to best analyze and present hybrid-computing per-
formance information [26].

Specific accelerator optimization can also be the subject of
future research. How to optimize service-oriented architecture
(SOA) workloads using a mixture of embedded XML accelera-
tors and threads [8]. How to enhance RegX software heuristics,
such as RegX compiler and software cache replacement policy.
How should the compression and Cryptographic accelerators
be utilized to resolve memory and I/O bound applications or
significantly reduce the required storage capacity [27], [28].

Finally, specific hardware functions may shift the implemen-
tation tradeoffs of specific workloads. The existence of a RegX
accelerator may replace large hash tables, allow semantic can-
onization of data in flight or significantly speedup applications
that are based on pattern matching, such as antiviruses [29].
Using an XML accelerator may make it more cost efficient to
store and query XML documents in a database [30] instead of
storing preprocessed information in a relational database. As
a final example, the ability to define portions of the cache as
local memory may be used against side-channel attacks.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

IBM’s PowerEN processor delivers throughput oriented
compute and connectivity density as well as flexible and
scalable resource deployment capability. PowerEN is designed
for wire-speed processing in the data center and throughout
the network. Nonetheless, its unique characteristics can also
be leveraged as fertile ground for academic research. IBM has
set up the “PowerEN Developer Cloud” PaaS infrastructure
that allows students and faculty members free access to this
cutting edge technology.

In this paper we have shared several ideas on how PowerEN
can be exploited for academic research in multiple domains,
but these are just a few examples. We would like to invite other
researchers, domain experts and innovators to come join us
in researching, designing and optimizing systems for the next
generation of special-purpose systems that industries need. We
also welcome your input and recommendations on how to get



cutting-edge technology into academia faster, easier and more
accessible in an open collaborative manner.
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